1. **The Lowest Management Fee Improves the Bottom Line for My Property**

The lowest price may not be the best option. Choosing the best option ultimately achieves your goals and maximizes the return on your investment. Through our proactive, hands-on approach to management, we will achieve the highest yield.

2. **Property Management Firms Perform the Same Duties + in the Same Manner So the End Result is Essentially the Same**

While property management firms may have similar responsibilities and tasks, our team prides itself on going above and beyond the standard duties. We take ownership, handle situations and make decisions with the mindset “what would we do if we owned this property?”

3. **The Maintenance Order Systems + Processes Are the Same at Every Firm**

At Thalhimer, we have developed a custom work order platform that provides seamless integration between managers, tenants and vendors. This provides timely response, detailed real-time updating, and tenant feedback on every completed work order. Our process ensures that the highest level of service is being provided and that we continue to deliver customer service levels consistently above our team target.

4. **All Property Management Firms Have the Same Creditability + Are Held to the Same Standards**

Thalhimer is an Accredited Management Organization (AMO®), and has been since 1946. It is the highest recognition of excellence given to real estate management firms. AMO®s are held to a more rigorous standard when it comes to executive leadership, business stability, fiscal responsibility, education, ethics, and insurance coverage.

5. **Monthly Management Reports Tell Me All I Need to Know About My Property**

Ongoing, open, and effective communication are an essential component of any long-term healthy relationship. Our team puts the highest priority on communication with our clients, tenants, vendors and other team members. This allows for fast resolutions and the ability to avoid potential issues.